Abstract-In some micro grids, the charging of electric vehicles (EVs) and the generation of wind power may partially cancel each other. This is an effective way to reduce the variation of the wind power to the state grid. Due to the forecasting error, it is of great practical interest to schedule the EV charging demand under the worst-case scenario of the wind power generation. We consider this important robust scheduling problem in this paper and make three major contributions. First, we formulate this robust scheduling problem as a robust stochastic shortest path problem whereby the objective function is a weighted sum of the wind power utilization and the total charging cost. Second, a robust simulation-based policy improvement method is developed to improve the performance of a base policy in the worst case. This improvement is mathematically shown under mild assumptions. Third, the performance of this method is numerically demonstrated based on real wind and EV data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I
MPROVING the penetration level of the wind power in a power grid is challenged by the uncertainty in the wind power generation. The variation in the wind power can lead to challenges in frequency regulation [1] as well as in voltage quality [2] . In some micro grids, it is possible to consume the wind power generation by partially controllable loads [3] such as the charging load of the electric vehicles (EVs) [4] before the micro grid is connected to the state grid. The management of the uncertainty between the charging load of the EV and the wind power generation is usually formulated as a stochastic programming problem [5] . And it is usually assumed that the probability density function of the wind power generation in the future can be accurately predicted. When such an estimation is not accurate, the scheduling plans could make the entire grid unstable or even lead to blackouts [6] . Therefore, it is of great practical interest to find a scheduling policy that robustly matches the EV charging load with the wind power considering the prediction error.
This robust scheduling problem faces the following three challenges. First, the prediction error of the wind power. It is usually difficult to precisely estimate the parameters of the probability density function of the wind power. The inaccurate estimation will make the charging policy suboptimal or even infeasible [7] . Second, multi-stage decision making. EVs should be ready for departure when the user requests. The future wind power generation also affects the charging action in the current stage. Therefore the charging of EVs involves a multi-stage decision making. Third, the curse of dimensionality. The size of the state space and the size of the action space increase exponentially fast when the number of EVs increases. It is difficult if not practically impossible to apply traditional policy iteration or value iteration to find the optimal scheduling policy for all the EVs.
We consider this important robust scheduling problem in this paper and make three major contributions. First, this robust scheduling problem is formulated as a robust stochastic shortest path (RSSP) problem. A linear weighted sum of the matching degree between the EV charging load and the wind power generation and the total charging cost is considered as the objective function. Instead of assuming perfect knowledge of the probability density function (PDF) of the future wind power generation, we assume a parametric representation of this PDF and only require to know the bounds of the parameters, which are much easier to obtain in practice. Second, a robust simulation-based policy improvement (RSBPI) method is developed to approximately solve this RSSP problem. This RSBPI method improves the worst-case performance of a base policy, which may be constructed by heuristics or experience. As an example, the greedy policy is considered as a base policy in this paper. Under mild assumptions, it is mathematically proven that the RSBPI method improves a broad range of base policies (Theorem 1, Section IV). Third, the performance of the RSBPI method is numerically demonstrated based on real wind and EV data.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We briefly review the literature in Section II, formulate the problem in Section III, present the solution methodology in Section IV, present the numerical results in Section V, discuss some assumptions in Section VI, and then conclude in Section VII.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
As shown in the seminal work by Soyster [8] , a robust solution has good performance even though some parameters in the optimization problem contain uncertainties. This robust scheduling idea has attracted more and more attention in power systems in recent years, such as the security-constrained unit commitment [9] , the wind power integration [10] , and the coordination with pumped storage hydro [11] . However, to the best knowledge of the authors, the robust scheduling of EV charging load to match the wind power generation has been barely touched in the literature. We consider this important problem in this paper.
We formulate this problem as a robust stochastic shortest path problem (RSSP). This problem considers the policy performance under the worst-case scenario of the wind power. The robust shortest path problem (RSP) is proposed by Bertsekas [12] and extended from the stochastic shortest path problem [13] . The RSP finds a robust policy to minimize the total cost under the worst-case scenario of the future uncertainty. In our problem, a parametric probability density function is used to describe the wind power generation. While in our previous work [5] , the parameter was assumed to be perfectly known. In this work, we assume that only the range of the parameter is known, which is more practical. We refer this problem as the robust stochastic shortest path problem. A detailed description is shown in Section III-D.
Note that the RSSP is a special case of the robust Markov decision process (MDP) in which the performance of a policy is the expected cost over the worst-case transition probabilities [14] . When the uncertainties of the transition probabilities at different stages are independent, which is known as the rectangularity property [15] , the robust MDP can be solved by robust value iteration and robust policy iteration in principle [16] . However, the computational complexities of these methods usually make it impossible to be applied in largescale problems. Therefore approximate solution methodologies are in demand just like the approximate dynamic programming (ADP) for regular MDPs [17] . There exists approximate policy iteration [18] and approximate value iteration [19] for MDPs. In this paper, we introduce a robust simulationbased policy improvement (RSBPI) method which improves the worst-case performance of a given base policy in the RSSP.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. System Architecture
We consider a micro grid with distributed wind power generators and electric vehicles, which is also connected to the traditional power grid as shown in Fig. 1 . Considering the uncertainty in the parametric probability density function of the wind power, we are interested in controlling the charging process of the EVs to minimize the charging cost and to improve the matching degree between the wind power supply and the demand under the worst-case scenario. We provide the detailed wind power generation model in Section III-B, the detailed EV charging demand model in Section III-C, and formulate this robust scheduling problem as a robust stochastic shortest problem in Section III-D. In order to simplify the discussion, the following assumptions are made throughout the rest of this paper.
(a) The charging power of each EV is constant and is the same.
(b) There is enough power supply from the power grid.
(c) The wind power is free. The price of the electricity from the traditional power grid is deterministic and known a priori.
(d) Once arrived, the parking duration and therefore the departure time of each EV at a charging spot is known.
Note that Assumption (a) is popular in [20] . Our methodology can be easily adapted when there are multiple charging power in a charging spot. Assumption (b) ensures the load balance when the wind power cannot satisfy the charging demand of EVs. Assumption (c) means that the electricity price is known when optimizing the EV charging process. Assumption (d) is motivated by the fact that many charging spots allow the users to set the charging duration [21] .
B. Wind Power Generation Model
We consider a T-stage scheduling problem. We use the following Gaussian wind power generation model [22] ,
where W t is the wind power at stage t,Ŵ t is the predicted wind power at stage t and ε t ∼ N(0, σ 2 t ) represents the uncertainty which follows zero-mean Gaussian distribution, and the standard deviation σ t is usually a percentage ofŴ t and is called the volatility of the wind power at stage t. It can be seen that the wind power W t also follows the normal distribution. Therefore, in order to generate the sample paths of the wind power (W t ), it is necessary to predict the value ofŴ t . This value should be predicted based on the historical wind data and can be obtained by using the autoregressive method [23] or the Markovian method [24] . The prediction error can be described as follows,
where W a t is the actual wind power at stage t and ξ is the largest prediction error rate. The value of ξ depends on the time-scale of the prediction, which could be 20% of the installed wind power capacity in a day-ahead prediction [25] . Such a large prediction error could make the scheduling policy sub-optimal. On the contrary, it is usually easier to predict the bound of the average wind power in the future, i.e.,
where the superscripts lb and ub denote the lower and upper bounds of the average wind power, respectively. When making charging decisions, we should consider the worst-case scenario of the average wind power in the future.
The charging energy for the ith EV is z i t ·P· t at stage t where t denotes the time interval and P denotes the constant charging power. The remaining parking time L i t and the remaining load E i t will evolve as follows when making decisions,
where τ i t+1 and η i t+1 are both nonnegative random variables which denote the parking duration and the required charging energy for the ith EV at stage t + 1, if the ith EV is driving at stage t and begins to park at stage t + 1, respectively.
Because the demand of each EV should be satisfied by departure, there is the following constraint,
In the beginning of a parking event (t = t p ), (8) states that the demand should not exceed the maximal energy that can be provided during this parking. In the end of a parking event, L i t becomes zero, which forces E i t to be zero in (8) . This means that the demand of the EV has been satisfied.
Suppose that there are N EVs. Then the total EV charging power at stage t is
When the wind power cannot satisfy the demand of the EVs, we need to use the traditional power grid, the amount of which is
D. Robust Stochastic Shortest Path
We are now ready to formulate the robust scheduling problem as a robust stochastic shortest path problem. Consider a planning horizon of T stages, we introduce the details of the model in the following.
1) State:
The system state at stage t is
The decision maker knows the upper and lower bound of the mean wind power generation, the remaining parking time, and the demand of the EVs at this stage. Based on this information, a family of normal distributions are used to forecast the wind power W t .
2) Action:
, which describes whether each of the EV is charged or not in this stage. When the action is implemented, the actual wind power will happen which is usually different fromŴ t .
3) Transition Probabilities: Let Pr(S t+1 |S t , A t ) denotes the transition probability from state S t to state S t+1 after taking action A t for current state S t . This transition probability is influenced by two aspects. First, it is influenced by the uncertain wind power at stage t + 1 as indicated in (1) and (3) . Second, it is influenced by the newly arrival EVs at stage t + 1 as indicated in (6) and (7).
4) Cost Function:
The cost function C t is defined as follows,
where λ ∈ [0, 1] is the weighting parameter. The cost function (11) indicates that the EV load scheduling brings in two benefits. First, the system operator benefits from the increased matching degree M t between the wind supply and the EV charging demand. Second, the EV users benefit from the reduced charging cost F. These two benefits can be described as follows,
where M t measures the normalized imbalance between the wind supply and the EV charging demand, F t denotes the cost of using electricity from the traditional power grid and β t is the electricity price at stage t. Note that according to Assumption (c), β t is known and deterministic. When λ = 0, (11) only considers the matching degree M t . When λ = 1, (11) only considers the charging cost F t . We may set the value of λ depending on the preference of the user. A typical value λ 0 , which is also used in the numerical experiments in Sections V-D and V-E, is
where the value of α depends on the preference of these two benefits. When λ = λ 0 , the first term in (11) varies within [0, 1] and the second term is usually smaller than 1 (for example, β t is less than 1RMB in China). So, the two terms in (11) are in comparative scales.
5) Objective Function:
At each stage, we know that the mean value of the wind power W t is within a bound (3). The worst-case scenario within this bound should be considered to obtain a robust charging policy. The performance of a charging policy under the worst-case scenario can be represented by a robust stochastic shortest path.
The main idea of the robust stochastic shortest path is shown in Fig. 2 . Note that S t denotes all the possible states at stage t and A t denotes all the possible actions regarding S t . It can be seen that the probability of each realization of S t not only depends on the charging action A t−1 and the previous realization of S t−1 , but also depends on the exogenous process of the wind power W t . The wind power follows Gaussian distribution and the distribution depends on the mean valueŴ t which is bounded by [Ŵ lb t ,Ŵ ub t ]. If this bound is discretized into m values, then there will be m mathematical expressions for the Gaussian distribution of the wind power. The Gaussian distribution under the specific discrete value will decide the realization of the wind power at each stage. Considering the robust stochastic shortest path for this EV load scheduling problem, the starting node is S 1 which is realized and the destination node is S T which is unknown. The length of each path is T and the cost of each path depends on the cost function at each stage. For each charging policy, there will be several possible paths whose probabilities of occurrence are determined by the value ofŴ t within the bound [Ŵ lb t ,Ŵ ub t ]. After making decisions, some worst-case paths may happen considering the bound ofŴ t . Therefore, the objective is to find a reliable charging policy to minimize the cost of the path under the worst-case scenario of these parameters.
For each charging policy π , a possible path P under policy π starting at node S 1 is an arc sequence of the form
The cost of this path is defined as follows,
where d t : S t → A t is the decision rule at stage t and π
is the policy. The performance of the policy π is defined as the expected path cost under the worst-case scenario, which is shown below,
where D is defined in (3). The objective considered in this paper is to find a policy which has the least expected path cost under the worst-case scenario of the wind power, i.e.,
where is the policy space. Without loss of generality, we focus on Markovian deterministic policies in the rest of this paper.
IV. SOLUTION METHODOLOGY
We explain the difficulties of existing methods for solving (18) in Section IV-A, develop an approximate solution methodology in Section IV-B, and discuss some speedup techniques in Section IV-C.
A. Traditional Solutions
It can be seen that the robust stochastic shortest path problem is a special case of the robust MDP. Based on [15] , in order to solve this robust MDP, the following rectangularity property should hold, i.e.,
where D t denotes the bound ofŴ t at stage t. This property means that the bound of (Ŵ 1 ,Ŵ 2 , . . . ,Ŵ T ) during the entire scheduling periods is a product of the bound ofŴ t at each stage. In this paper, we assume that the uncertainty set D in (3) is generated by the union of the uncertainty set ofŴ t at each stage. With this rectangularity property, there exists the robust Bellman equation as described below [15] ,
where V * t+1 (S t+1 ) is the optimal robust value function of state S t+1 and A is the action space. Note that the decision is made before the uncertainty happens. The backward induction can be directly applied to find a robust policy for the robust MDP problem based on (20) .
Due to the well-known curse of dimensionality, it is difficult to apply the backward induction to solve our problem. This is because the state space and the action space both increase exponentially with the increasing number of EVs and at each stage the time complexities of the backward induction are decided by the size of the state space and the action space. Therefore, a more effective way is to use approximate solution methodology to solve (18) . In the following, we will introduce a robust simulation-based policy improvement method to approximately solve this min-max problem.
B. Robust Simulation-Based Policy Improvement
The simulation-based policy improvement method (SBPI) is a variant of the rollout method [26] , [27] . The main idea of the rollout method is to use some existing policies to estimate the optimal value function which indicates that the rollout method is an approximate solution method. Compared with the rollout method, the SBPI method will further use the simulations to estimate the expected value of the optimal value function regarding different future states. The rollout and SBPI methods are used to solve the minimization problem based on the known probability distributions of the random variables. Therefore, we will introduce a robust SBPI method to solve our min-max problem.
Suppose at stage t, the system state S t is observed. Based on (20) , the robust Q-factor can be defined as follows,
The value of Q R t (S t , A t ) indicates the performance of each action A t regarding the state S t under the worst-case scenario of the wind power in the future. The optimal robust action for the state S t is
and
denotes the optimal robust policy where d * t (S t ) = A * t . As the optimal robust value function V * t+1 (S t+1 ) is hard to obtain for a large-scale problem, we cannot use (22) to solve our problem (18) . Based on the idea of the rollout method, it is usually easier to find some heuristic-based or rule-based policies in practice and we call these policies as base policy
in this paper. Then the base policy π b can be used to estimate the optimal robust value function.
The optimal robust value function can be described as follows,
By using π b , we can havê
whereV t+1 (S t+1 ) is the estimation of V * t+1 (S t+1 ). Finally, the robust Q-factor (21) can be approximated aŝ
The robust SBPI method then chooses the action that has the minimum approximate robust Q-factor, i.e.,
Note that the backward induction usually discretizes the state space to compute the optimal robust value function (20) , while the robust SBPI uses a base policy to estimate it which can avoid discretization. Moreover, the robust SBPI only finds optimal action for the current observed state and avoids finding the optimal actions for all the possible states. Therefore, there is no need to discretize the state space in the robust SBPI.
In the following theorem, we will prove that the improved robust policyπ performs no worse than the base policy π b . We will see in the numerical experiments in Section V that the robust policy is usually much better than the base policy. Note that the robust SBPI is essentially a one-step policy iteration. One may record the updated policy, and use as a base policy in the future.
Theorem 1: LetĴ t and J b t be the expected path cost from time t to T under the worst-case scenario of parameters (Ŵ t ,Ŵ t+1 , . . . ,Ŵ T ) using the improved policyπ and the base policy π b , respectively. Then there iŝ
Proof: Note thatĴ t and J b t can be expressed by the recursive form which are shown below,
The optimal approximate robust Q-factor regarding the state S t can be represented by J b t+1 as follows,
Clearly, there isQ
Therefore, if we can proveĴ t (S t ) ≤Q R * t (S t ), then there iŝ
Therefore, by combining inequality (31) with (32), the inequality (27) can be obtained. Note that there exists an expectation operator in the approximate robust Q-factor (25). It is usually difficult to analytically calculate this expectation operator. Therefore, we could use Monte Carlo simulations to calculate it. The approximate robust Q-factor based on the simulations can be described as follows,
where M a is the total number of sample paths for each possible value of parameterŴ t,T , and ζ m (Ŵ t,T ) denotes the randomness (i.e., the wind power and EV parking events in the future) in the mth sample path under the specific parameterŴ t,T . By solving (26) and (33), an improved robust policy can be obtained for the robust EV load scheduling problem.
C. Speedup Techniques
The robust SBPI method updates the policy only based on the current system state and avoids updating actions for all the states. Therefore, it can save computation time. In the following, we will introduce some speedup techniques to calculate the maximal operator and the robust Q-factor.
It can be seen that there exists a maximization problem over the continuous parameters (Ŵ t ,Ŵ t+1 , . . . ,Ŵ T ) in (33). In order to efficiently solve this maximization problem, we can discretize the bound 
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into discrete counterparts. For example, when ξ is 20% (the prediction error is larger than this value in the day-ahead wind power prediction [25]), the bound will be [0.8,
We can then discretize ρ into three discrete values, i.e., {0.8, 1, 1.2}. In this way, the maximization problem in (33) can be solved by simulating and comparing the future cost under these three discrete values of parameter ρ.
In order to efficiently search the optimal robust Q-factor, the following optimal selection rule can be implemented. At each stage, aggregate the parked EVs based on their remaining parking time. For each aggregator, choose the EVs to charge based on E i t in descending order. This selection rule can reduce large amounts of suboptimal actions. The optimality and details of this aggregation can be found in [5] .
Based on the discussions above, the robust SBPI method for this robust EV load scheduling problem can be summarized in Algorithm 1.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we will numerically demonstrate the robustness of the proposed model by comparing with the stochastic programming model using precisely and imprecisely known parameters, respectively. The detailed results are shown below.
A. Parameter Settings
The hourly wind power (W a t ) in [28] is used to calculate the bound of the predicted wind power and is scaled based on the total charging demand of EVs. As introduced in Section IV-C, the bound at each stage is discretized into three values, i.e.,Ŵ t ∈ {0.8W a t , W a t , 1.2W a t }, to represent the low, medium and high wind power, respectively. Then the uncertain wind power at stage t is assumed to follow normal distribution withŴ t as the expected value and 10% of W t as its volatility [22] . Fig. 3 shows the average wind power with 100 EVs when 50 sample paths of the wind power are generated based on the different predicted valueŴ t . In case of insufficient wind supply, the electricity price is set as 0.3513 RMB/kWh (23:00-6:00), 0.4883RMB/kWh (11:00-18:00), and 0.8135 RMB/kWh (7:00-10:00 and 19:00-22:00).
The EV parking event is generated based on the NHTS 2009 data [29] and the arrival event for each EV is assumed to be i.i.d. We focus on the parking event which happens at home and workplace. The probability of beginning parking event at these places can be calculated based on these data which is shown in Fig. 4 . The two peaks in this figure indicate that people usually go to workplace at 8:00 and arrive home at 17:00. The parking duration for each hourly parking event is also shown in Fig. 5 . The parking duration is about 8 hours in the morning for working, while it becomes longer in the late afternoon for parking at home.
Based on these results, we can generate the sample paths of the EV parking events as follows. At stage t, generate the beginning time of the next parking event by random sampling based on the discrete probability distribution in Fig. 4 . Then, generate the parking duration (τ ) of the next parking event based on its beginning time. It is assumed that the parking duration follows normal distribution with mean value and volatility shown in Fig. 5 . For each parking event, the required charging energy (η) is assumed to be the energy consumed during the last trip (note that the required charging energy is not limited to this case in our model). The statistical analysis of the driving distance for each trip is shown in Fig. 6 . The chisquared distribution is used to fit the distribution with discrete window set as 5km. The degree of freedom is estimated as 4.4868. The required charging energy can be obtained by computing the product of the driving distance and the electric drive efficiency (0.195kWh/km). In the following experiments, the battery capacity is set to be 60kWh and the charging power is set to be 3kW [30] .
B. Base Policy and Improved Policies
When the parameterŴ t in equation (3) is precisely predicted, the EV load scheduling problem becomes a stochastic programming problem in which the objective function is to minimize the expected total cost,
This problem has been solved in [5] . In the following, the ETC and RSSP model will be used to stand for the expected total cost minimization model and the proposed robust stochastic shortest path model, respectively. As there exists a forecasting error forŴ t , the improved charging policy obtained from the ETC model may not perform well.
In our experiments, the base policy π b is set as the greedy policy. The greedy policy means that the EV drivers will charge their EVs to the required level as soon as possible. The following policies are considered to compare.
The policy is improved from policy π b by using RSSP model considering all the possible values
The policy is improved from policy π b by using ETC model. The predicted valueŴ t is W a t · ρ a , but the ETC model assumes the predicted value is W a t · ρ. The actual wind power is sampled from (1) with W a t · ρ a as the mean value. 
C. Robustness Analysis
In this subsection, we conduct two experiments to validate the robustness of the proposed model and method. 100 EVs are considered and M a = 50 sample paths are generated to estimate the robust Q-factor (33) for I R (π b ) and Q-factor for I E (ρ a , ρ). 10 replications are conducted to achieve the expected performance of each policy under different actual scenarios of the wind power and EV parking events.
The first experiment focuses on the total charging cost optimization. The results are shown in Table I where M avg represents the average matching degree and F denotes the total charging cost during the entire scheduling time. These values are obtained by using equations (12) and (13) . Table I compares the performance of policies I R (π b ) and I E (ρ a , ρ) when the predicted valueŴ t is 0.8W a t , W a t , 1.2W a t , respectively. It can be seen that the performance of policies I R (π b ) and I E (ρ a , ρ a ) are indeed improved from the base policy π b regarding these three possible values of ρ a . This demonstrates that the SBPI can obtain an improved policy which is usually much better than the base policy. Comparing I E (ρ a , ρ a ) with I E (ρ a , ρ = ρ a ), it is seen that I E (ρ a , ρ a ) performs better than the worst-case performance of latter policies. This demonstrates that the ETC model is sensitive to the accuracy of the parameterŴ t . As the accuracy of the parameter estimation will affect the accuracy of the Q-factor estimation, the performance of the improved policy I E (ρ a , ρ = ρ a ) using the ETC model will become unsatisfactory when the inaccurate parameterŴ t is used. From Table I , it can be seen that the worst-case policies of ETC model are I E (0.8, 1.2), I E (1, 0.8) and I E (1.2, 0.8) under three discrete values of ρ a and I R (π b ) performs better than these three worst-case policies, respectively. This demonstrates that the RSSP model is robust against the imprecise estimation of the parameterŴ t . The robustness of the RSSP model is because that three possible normal distributions of the wind power are considered to find the worst-case scenario of the wind power in the future.
The second experiment focuses on the matching degree optimization. The results are shown in Table II . Similarly, the robust policy I R (π b ) performs better than the worst-case policies I E (0.8, 1.2), I E (1, 0.8) and I E (1.2, 0.8) , respectively. It is interesting that I R (π b ) performs only a little better than I E (0.8, 1.2) in the matching degree optimization and a little better than I E (1, 0.8) and I E (1.2, 0.8) in the total charging cost optimization. This is because when ρ a = 0.8 and ρ = 1.2, the predicted wind power is much larger than the total EV charging power which causes the smallest matching degree in the ETC model with the inaccurate estimation ρ = 1.2. This indicates that ρ = 1.2 represents the worst-case scenario in the matching degree optimization when ρ a = 0.8. In contrast, when ρ a = 1.2, ρ = 0.8 does not represent the worstcase scenario and ρ = 1.2 represents the worst-case scenario. Due to this reason, I R (π b ) performs only a little better than I E (0.8, 1.2) in the matching degree optimization. Similar in the total charging cost optimization, the worst-case scenario is that the predicted wind power is lower than the actual wind power and this causes that I E (1, 0. In order to analyze the differences of the decision making in I R (π b ) and I E (ρ a , ρ = ρ a ), the total EV charging power of I R (π b ) and I E (0.8, 1.2) are shown in Fig. 7 with the same actual wind power supply and EV parking event for the charging cost optimization. It can be seen that we can divide the time interval into two periods, i.e., 0:00-9:00 and 9:00-24:00. In the former time interval, the wind power is smaller than the total EV charging power, while in the latter time interval, the wind power is much larger than the EV Fig. 8 . The impact of the weighting parameter variation in the RSSP model. charging power. Due to the large wind supply in 9:00-24:00, the inaccurate estimation ofŴ t has no impact on the charging cost and this makes the total EV charging power the same in policies I R (π b ) and I E (0.8, 1.2) during 9:00-24:00. The main difference between I R (π b ) and I E (0.8, 1.2) lies in the time interval 0:00-9:00. In this time interval, I R (π b ) will precharge the EVs during 3:00-5:00 as the worst-case scenario of the low wind power and high electricity price during 7:00-9:00 is considered. However, I E (0.8, 1.2) is optimistic and will make the EV charging demand follow the current low wind power at 3:00 and 4:00 as it mistakenly thinks there will be enough wind power supply in the future. As the actual wind power is low and the electricity price is high during 7:00-9:00, this incurs the increased charging power of I E (0.8, 1.2) at 5:00 and 8:00 comparing with I R (π b ). Due to these reasons, the total charging cost decreases from 94.40RMB in I E (0.8, 0.12) to 76.82RMB in I R (π b ).
D. Weighting Parameter Analysis
From Table I and Table II , it can be seen that the matching degree optimization is not the same as the total charging cost optimization. It is necessary to choose a suitable weighting parameter λ considering these two objectives. Fig. 8 shows the impact of the weighting parameter variation to the total charging cost and matching degree when ρ a = 1, N = 100 and 10 replications are conducted in the RSSP model. The value of λ in (14) changes from 1/NP to 5/NP. It can be found that the average matching degree is close to the result of the matching degree optimization (λ = 0) and the total charging cost keeps decreasing in these cases. When λ = 5/NP, the total charging cost is 13.72RMB in Fig. 8 which is close to the result of I E (1, 1) for the total charging cost optimization in Table I . These demonstrate the effectiveness of the empirical formula (14) of the weighting parameter λ.
We have also investigated the performance of I R (π b ) when λ = 1. It is found that I R (π b ) performs worse than the performance of I R (π b ) in Fig. 8 . This phenomenon can be explained by analyzing their charging decisions which are shown in Fig. 9 . When λ = 1, the decision maker is conservative about the wind power in the future and will precharge EVs during time period 3:00-6:00 with the low electricity price. In contrast, when λ = 3/NP, as it should also consider the matching degree optimization besides considering the total charging cost optimization, the EV charging power will be closer to the actual wind power compared to the policy I R (π b ) with λ = 1. This causes that the total charging cost is reduced from 36.30RMB to 23.27RMB when λ changes from 1 to 3/NP. This result also shows that the matching degree and the total charging cost of the improved robust policy are satisfactory when λ = 3/NP.
E. Scalability Analysis
As usually the number of EVs in the microgrid may be hundreds, the number of EVs in the experiment is increased from N = 100 to N = 500 to evaluate the scalability of the proposed method with λ = 3/NP. The simulation parameters are the same as those described in Section V-C. Table III and Table IV show the average matching degree and the total charging cost of the policies π b , I E (1, ρ) and I R (π b ) whenŴ t is predicted as W a t . It can be seen that the performance of I R (π b ) indeed improves compared to the base policy π b in all cases of N and the improvement is good enough which demonstrates the performance improvement property of our algorithm. Comparing I E (1, 1) with I E (1, 0.8) and I E (1, 1.2), it shows that I E (1, 1) performs better than the latter two policies. This further demonstrates that the optimized charging policy of the ETC model may perform unsatisfactory when the parameterŴ t is imprecisely TABLE V  AVERAGE COMPUTATION TIME (MINUTE) AT EACH DECISION EPOCH, λ = 3/NP estimated. Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show the performance of the ETC model with the accurate prediction ofŴ t , ETC model with the worst-case prediction and the RSSP model. It can be seen that although the RSSP model performs worse than the ETC model with the accurate prediction, the RSSP model performs much better than the ETC model with the worst-case prediction of the future wind power. For example, the total charging cost can be reduced as large as 47.3% and the average matching degree can be improved as large as 3.28% when N = 400 comparing the RSSP model with the ETC model under the worst-case prediction. Therefore, when the parameterŴ t can be precisely predicted, the ETC model is the good choice. When the prediction error is large, the RSSP model is the good choice. Table V shows the average computation time for the proposed method to find the improved action for the specific state at the decision stage when the number of EVs increases from 100 to 500. The experiment is run on a desktop with an Intel Core2 2.8GHz CPU and 4GB memory. After using the speedup techniques in Section IV-C, the size of the action space is limited within 10000. Note that the computation time is decided by the number of sample paths and the number (1, 1) , it can be seen that the computation time of I R (π b ) is longer than I E (1, 1) due to the heavier computation burden (mainly maximum operation) in the RSSP model. However, the increase of the computation time for the RSSP model is acceptable in the experiment.
F. Extension
Another widely-used probability distribution for the wind speed is the Weibull distribution. We have also conducted experiments when the wind speed follows Weibull distribution. The Weibull distribution is decided by the shape parameter (k) and the scale parameter (c). The wind power can be computed by using the cubic relationship between the wind power and the wind speed which is introduced in [5] . In this experiment, we assume that the wind capacity is 300kW and the actual values of k and c are 1.309 and 7.0576 [5] , respectively. The other parameters remain the same.
The results are shown in Table VI . I acc E represents that the ETC model uses these actual values to generate the sample paths of the wind power in the future. I err E represents that the ETC model uses the inaccurate predicted values (k = 8, c = 15) to generate the sample paths of the wind power in the future. I R (π b ) is obtained by using the RSSP model. The bounds of k and c are set as [1, 5] and [5, 15] , respectively. The RSSP model uses the worst-case scenario of k and c within these bounds to generate the sample paths of the wind power in the future. From Table VI , it can be found that the results are similar to the former experiments. I acc E preforms best and I err E performs worst. This shows that the ETC model is sensitive to the parameters of the Weibull distribution. On the contrary, the RSSP model can have a good balance between the robustness of the solution and the quality of the solution. Note that as there are two parameters (k and c) that should be predicted in the Weibull distribution, the bounds of the parameters are more complicated than the proposed distribution (1) . When the computing budget is limited, the probability distribution (1) is suggested to be used to generate the sample paths of the wind power in the future.
VI. DISCUSSIONS
In the proposed model, we assume that the electricity price is known when scheduling the EV charging process. However, the electricity price in the future is usually uncertain. The uncertain electricity price will influence the robustness of the scheduling policies. For example, if the estimated electricity price is lower than the actual electricity price, the operator will buy more power from the grid in case of insufficient wind supply. This will cause the increase of the total charging cost. On the contrary, the operator may not buy enough power which will also cause the scheduling policies suboptimal. Therefore, we will consider how to reduce the uncertain impact of the electricity price in the future work, including how to represent the uncertainty of the electricity price and how to incorporate this uncertainty into the RSSP model.
In this paper, we have introduced a robust simulationbased policy improvement method to approximately solve this large-scale robust Markov decision process. This method can improve the base policy, but does not guarantee optimality. This method starts from a specific state and improves the action for this state. When the system state moves to another state at the next stage, this procedure will repeat.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a robust stochastic shortest path model to stochastically match the EV charging load with the wind supply. The worst-case scenario of the wind power is considered to obtain a robust charging policy to reduce the total charging cost and improve the matching degree between the supply and the demand. As it is difficult to find an optimal charging policy for this robust stochastic shortest path model, we develop a robust simulation-based policy improvement method to improve the given base policies and the proposed method is proven to have the performance improvement property. Numerical results demonstrate the robustness of our method in situations where only the bound of the wind power is known.
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